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Focus On Life Science California
The expanding life sciences industry is creating economic development opportunities for new cities across the country.
The Life Sciences Boom Has Cities Courting Labs. Many Won’t Find Match
Laboratory supplies and accessories, cell culture and fermentation systems, cell therapy technologies, chromatography products, bioprocess filtration, fixed and live cell imaging and examination, ...
Latest News On (COVID-19 Updates) Life Science Products Market – Size, Share, Outlook, and Opportunity Analysis, 2020 – 2027
Charlotte tops a ranking of emerging office markets for life sciences, but the Triangle could be the region to watch.
Charlotte tops Raleigh among emerging office markets for life sciences – but for how long?
Dr. Nadine Burke Harris has become one of the nation's most influential public health figures while guiding California's efforts during the pandemic.
‘Heartbreak on top of heartbreak’: California’s first surgeon general navigates the pandemic
Oxford Properties Group is pushing full speed ahead with its life sciences portfolio, announcing Thursday morning it has acquired the 402,700-square-foot Foundry31 mixed-use property in San ...
Oxford expands life sciences portfolio in San Francisco
EVIDENCE of alien life could be hidden on the Moon, according to a recent scientific paper. A US physicist has developed a new version of an alien life hunting equation and thinks we should be ...
Hunt for alien life should focus on the MOON where aliens may have left spacecraft and other artefacts, scientist claims
David Charlebois’ connection with Mission San Gabriel spans a lifetime. As a child, he visited the mission for his fourth-grade mission report. Years later, he and his wife were married there. And ...
Life lessons from Mission San Gabriel’s restoration expert
Gov. Gavin Newsom has outsourced his way through the COVID-19 pandemic, tasking his private-sector allies in Silicon Valley and the health care industry with fundamental public health duties such ...
Salesforce, Google, Facebook: How Big Tech undermines California’s public health system
Unlike the city's other major industries, the local life science sector has flourished during the pandemic, noted a Partnership Fund for New York City report published Tuesday. And with certain key ...
Life science sector will be key to city's economic recovery, Partnership Fund says
Sema4, a patient-centered health intelligence company leveraging AI and machine learning to derive data-driven insights, and CM Life Sciences , a special purpose acquisition company, or SPAC, ...
Sema4 and CM Life Sciences Announce the Filing of the Schedule-14A Proxy Statement in Connection with the Proposed Merger
Sagimet Biosciences, a clinical-stage biotechnology company focused on developing a portfolio of internally-discovered, selective fatty acid synthase (FASN) inhibitors, announced today the appointment ...
Sagimet Biosciences Appoints Life Sciences Industry Veteran Elizabeth Grammer to Board of Directors
If anything, the pandemic is expected to stoke increasing numbers of jobs during this decade. In assessing the impact of COVID-19 on the life sciences late last year, the world’s largest commercial ...
Top 10 Life Sciences Jobs Most in Demand over the Next Decade
Having said that, unprofitable companies are risky because they could potentially burn through all their cash and become distressed. So should Khiron Life Sciences (CVE:KHRN) shareholders be worried ...
Will Khiron Life Sciences (CVE:KHRN) Spend Its Cash Wisely?
The survivor of a mass shooting at a Boulder supermarket will compete twice in the next two weeks, aiming to increase her options at the Olympic Trials.
Six Weeks After ‘the Worst Day of My Life,’ Maggie Montoya Returns to the Starting Line
IGM Biosciences, Inc. (Nasdaq: IGMS), a clinical-stage biotechnology company focused on creating and developing engineered IgM antibodies, today announced that Fred Schwarzer, Chief Executive Officer, ...
IGM Biosciences to Present at the Truist Securities Life Sciences Summit
An experimental deep brain stimulation (DBS) system can continuously monitor brain activity in Parkinson’s disease patients as they go about their daily activities, with the information it produces ...
Potentially Self-Tuning DBS Device Monitors Brain Activity of Daily Life
UC Santa Barbara expands its leadership on coastal issues with revival of Ocean & Coastal Policy Center within the Marine Science Institute By ...
UC Santa Barbara expands its leadership on coastal issues with revival of Ocean & Coastal Policy Center within Marine Science
The newly named 2021 National Teacher of the Year says a silver lining to the coronavirus pandemic is that educators are embracing a flexible approach that meets students where they are ...
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